'Entlang der Südbahn' (Along the Southern Railway) or Galilei, Brambilla, Auenbrugger and Schubert
The main hall of Vienna's Southern Station still displays a huge winged stone lion, symbol of St. Mark's and the Serenissima, reminding of the opening mid-last century of this railroad to Venice which constituted the link to Old Austria's only port (Trieste) and was the lifeline in a commercial sense. To travel to the sea unfortunately takes longer today than it took 100 years ago, but we all hope that our Croatian and Slovenian kin will soon be in the fold of the European Union again and border controls will be something from the past.
First I went to Zagreb where a memorable meeting was held, a 'joint conference' (not only meetings back to back) of the dermatovenereological and the medicohistorical society. The organizing professors and docents, Lipozencic (dermatology) and Dugacki and Fatovic-Ferencic (history of medicine), are to be congratulated. From the perspective of the newly formed European Society for Dermatology and Venereology (ESHDV) such endeavors are highly welcome. The sesquicentennial of the term 'lupus érythémateux' and the centenary of the Kaposi-Festschrift were my own topics to address. After 2 congenial days and a meeting with the editor of the Croatian Medical Journal I went on (on the same railroad) to end up in Padova, home of the magna mater of all the medical faculties in Europe, place of Vesalius, Mercurialis, Harvey, Morgagni etc. and seat of the Accademia Galileiana di Scienze Lettere ed Arti (gia dei Ricovrati) of 1599, of which Galilei was a founding member.
Sunday morning, November 19, I went to the 'Santo', church of S. Antonio of Padua, specifically to the 'chiostro della magnolia', adorned by a huge magnolia tree of more than 40 meters' height, where there is a memorial plaque of Giovanni Alessandro Brambilla (1728-1800) [1, 2] , first director of what today is the Vienna Institute for the History of Medicine, then a military medical school (the Josephinum) [3] . He died and was buried there exactly 200 years ago. I managed to fix a rosebud onto the marble and murmured a paternoster, appropriately in Italian.
Thereafter I went to the seat of the above academy which officially started its 402nd year (in a hall used for this purpose since the summer of 1779). I was to be admitted as a 'socio straniero', a great honor indeed: the names of 3 Hapsburgs, 2 Bonapartes, Jean Baptiste d'Alembert, Caspar Bartholin, Bartolommeo Bizio (melanin) [4] , Agostino Bassi (first fungus), Achille Breda (Hebra's pupil and president of the said body in 1912/14), Giulio Bizzozero and JeanLouis Brocq greeted me from the files of only the first two letters in the alphabet. As a foreigner, I had the good fortune to reply with a thank-you address which allowed me to point out my appreciation of being admitted to such an age-old and reputable body and to mark the day also by two more facts. This 19th of November, day of St. Elizabeth in the Christian calendar, is also the date of birth, in Graz, of Leopold Auenbrugger (1722-1809), the man who 
